RECEIVED AMBUL AMBUL

REF: SANJ 1960 (IN 1507)

1. HAS REQUESTED SAWJ AMENDMENT AS FOLLOW:

A. CONCUR SANJ TAKE OVER CONTROL AND DIRECTION AMBUL, TO ENSURE STATION CONTROL SANJ SHOULD TAKE OVER ALL FINANCING THUS SEVER ALL DRE TIES.

B. REALIZE DRE MAY RESIST THIS EVENT BUT BELIEVE IN MOST CASES AMBULS CAN REACH MAXIMUM EFFECTIVENESS UNDER DIRECT STATION CONTROL. DRE AMBUL TO INSTRUCT AMBULS COSTA RICA SEPARATE SELVES FROM DRE AND CONDUCT ALL FUTURE ACTIVITIES AS INSTRUCTED BY STATION.

C. HAS NOT WISH STATION TAKE OVER FUNDING OR ATTEMPT CONTROL AMBUL FROM FIXED MONTHLY BUDGET RECEIVED FROM KUBARK AMBUL-1 PAYS SALARIES AND EXPENSES AMBUL LATIN AMERICAN DELEGATIONS, MATTER SELECTION AND CONTROL THESE DELEGATIONS UNDERSTANDABLY LEFT TO AMBUL-1 WHO MONITOR THEIR ACTIVITIES AND INTERVENE WITH AMBUL-1 WHEN NEEDED FOR REASONS SECURITY ETC. BELIEVE YOUR PRESENT CONCEPT IDEAL FOR PURPOSE AND TO COORDINATE THEIR EFFORTS WITH OTHER GROUPS.

D. USE KUBARK COMO CHANNELS SHOULD BE LIMITED TO MESSAGES SPECIAL INTEREST TO US AND WHICH INVOLES SOME REAL SECURITY HAZARD. DO NOT ATTEMPT INJURE ALL AMBUL COMO VIA KUBARK CHANNELS. EXPERIENCE INDICATES THIS RELATIONSHIP AND NOT WORTHWILE EXCEPT ON DISCRIMINATING BASIS.

RELEASE OFFICER

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.
FURNISH INFO REQUESTED 2C REF FOR AMBARR AND AMBUD DELEGATES.

END OF MESSAGE

TWN CONTENT: Station in contact AMBARRs and CRG delegates through HULAKW-1 which serves coordinate local efforts but wishes take over funding, handling all comms, etc. in order establish Station control these groups for best results Cuban ops Costa Rica.